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1. Introduction

In museums, the standpoint or viewpoint is the location where a viewer or spectator stands to look at and examine a work of art. By deploying exhibits in galleries, curators and exhibition designers try to configure where the viewer stands and views a piece because the chosen standpoint shapes how they see and experience it. They use theories of art perception and art history when identifying the location where they argue the "spectator" will or should stand to appreciate a piece. Thereby, they often ignore the context for which works of art have been originally designed (Shearman, 1992) and the interactional context in which museum visitors encounter, examine and experience the works (Heath & vom Lehn, 2004).

This interactional context in which people encounter and experience works of art in museums has been subject to a number of recent studies that use video-recording of conduct and interaction in museums and galleries. These studies suggest that museum visits are social occasions; people explore exhibitions with companions and in the presence of others (vom Lehn et al., 2001). In recent years, studies have begun to explore mobility and the organisation of
guided tours (Best, 2012; De Stefani, 2010) as well as the unguided exploration of museums (vom Lehn et al., 2001; vom Lehn, 2006). They argue that people accomplish the navigation of exhibits in interaction and examine and make sense of exhibits in concert with each other (Heath & vom Lehn, 2004; Kesselheim, 2010a, 2010b). The concerted examination of exhibits requires visitors to adopt bodily configurations in front of exhibits where they stand and examine the features of paintings, photographs and sculptures.

In sociology, there is a long-standing interest in how in social situations people come to cooperate and are able to interact with each other. Studies often refer to the famous concept of the "definition of the situation" (Thomas, 2002/1923) or Mead's (1934) notion of "taking the role of the other" to provide an understanding of participants' ability to cooperate with each other. Such studies, that rely on the assumption that participants' interaction is based on a consensus that prefigures their actions and is stable for the duration of the situation, however, have been challenged by ethnomethodological and conversation analytic research that is interested in exploring the "architecture of intersubjectivity", i.e. the ways in which participants moment-by-moment produce what Schutz (1967) has described as "reciprocity of perspectives": the establishing of a common system of references and the assumption of an interchangeability of standpoints.

This paper examines how in museums participants come to stand in particular locations at exhibits and how the arrival in these locations is influenced by other people's actions. In this sense, the paper begins to explicate the methods that participants deploy to establish standpoint at exhibits in interaction with others. The analysis therefore contributes to the long-standing sociological debates about the production of locales in which two or more participants momentarily align each other's actions and establish standpoints that they can assume are interchangeable.

The paper is based on a large corpus of video-recording gathered over the course of the past ten years. The corpus includes fragments from art museums and galleries as well as from science centres and museums. Here, I will focus on fragments recorded in art exhibitions. Before I come to discuss the specific circumstances in which people socially organise the arrival at exhibits, I briefly discuss the intellectual background of the study and the methods and data analysed in the central part of the paper.

2. Background

The paper derives from developments in three different fields of research: long-standing debates on aesthetic perception, video-based research in museums, and the growing body of social scientific research on mobility in public places like museums.
In the psychology of perception and related disciplines like aesthetics, there is a long-standing interest in the relationship between works of art and "the spectator". Carrier (1986), for example, differentiates between approaches that define the work as independent from the spectator and those approaches that ascribe the spectator an important role in the work's interpretation (Arnheim, 1974; Elkins, 1996; Gombrich, 1960). These approaches conceive the spectator as adopting a particular standpoint with regard to the work of art when looking at, appreciating and experiencing it. They are rather theoretical debates about aesthetics and aesthetic experiences that neglect to consider the situation in which works of art are actually encountered, examined and experienced in the public galleries of exhibitions.

Recent video-based studies of people's exploration of museums have shifted the focus toward the specifics of the situation in which exhibits are looked at and experienced. These studies reveal that the experience of exhibits is fundamentally influenced and shaped by social interaction between people, companions and others who happen to be there at the same time (Heath & vom Lehn, 2004; vom Lehn et al., 2001). How people examine exhibits and how they experience and make sense of works of art and other kinds of exhibits, emerges in social interaction (Heath & vom Lehn, 2004; Kesselheim, 2010b). Whilst over the past few years a small body of research on interaction with and around exhibits has emerged that includes studies of conversations at exhibits (Kesselheim, 2010b; Kesselheim & Hausendorf, 2007), we know relatively little about the ways in which people interactionally organise their navigation of these spaces.

There is of course a long-standing tradition of studies in the behavioural sciences concerned with the navigation of museums. These studies identify features of the material and visible environment that provide people with stimuli for their behaviour in exhibitions (Melton, 1972; Robinson, 1928). They influence discussions about visitor behaviour to the present day and impact debates about the design and layout of exhibits and exhibitions (Patterson & Bitgood, 1987; Bitgood & Hooper-Greenhill, 1994; Shettel, 1976). Aside from examining people's response to the material and visible environment, behavioural research also takes into consideration how people respond to the presence of others in exhibitions, thereby treating other people as a "social influence" (Bitgood, 1993). Despite the important contributions of the behavioural sciences to our understanding of visitor behaviour, their neglect of social aspects of museum visiting undermines our understanding of how people make sense of exhibits in museums. Whilst they are able to explain navigation paths and patterns by virtue of the "economy of movement" (Dukes & Bitgood, 2003), they ignore the social organisation of navigation patterns in public places such as museums.
In recent years, there has been a burgeoning interest in studies of interaction and mobility in public places. These studies draw on Goffman's (1963, 1971) research of behaviour in public places and related interactionist and ethnomethodological studies of pedestrian navigation of street-crossings and pavements (Marsh & Collett, 1981; Ryave & Schenkein, 1974). They include studies of the practices involved in driving in roundabouts (Laurier, in press), coordinating talk and driving inside cars (Mondada, 2012) and using maps in cars (Brown & Laurier, 2005), guided walks in the outdoors (Broth & Lundström, in press; Broth et al., 2009) and in museums (Best, 2012; De Stefani, 2010) as well as mobility in video games (Mondada, in press). The analysis provided by these studies points to the organisation of actions through which people 'on the move' orient to each other and to aspects of the environment.

In this context, I have recently scrutinised my body of video-recording gathered in museums, galleries and science centres for instances in which visitors depart from and arrive at exhibits. Most recently I have examined fragments of interaction where people withdraw from exhibits in concert with and without disturbing others' appreciation of the exhibits (vom Lehn, 2006, in press). The analysis has begun to explicate the sequential organisation of action through which people bodily and visually withdraw from one exhibit and turn to a next (ibid.). In other publications, together with Christian Heath I have also analysed people's navigation of museums more generally and how they configure each other's perspective at exhibits through verbal and bodily action (vom Lehn & Heath, 2006; vom Lehn & Heath, 2007). This previous research suggests that mobility in museums is accomplished in social interaction; where people go and where they come to stop emerges in the contingent and continually changing circumstances of the social situation in museums. In this paper, I will continue the analysis of mobility in museums and explore how people who have withdrawn from an exhibit orient to, approach and adopt standpoints at neighbouring exhibits.

3. Methods and data
The analysis uses video-recordings of visitors' exploration of museums as its principal data. The data have been collected in the National Gallery, the National Portrait Gallery and the Victoria and Albert Museum (all in London). The video-recordings feature individuals, pairs and couples, families and small groups, as well as larger groups and guided tours. Altogether, the body of data comprises about 700 hours of video-recordings which is augmented by field observation and informal interviews with visitors, curators and exhibition designers. For ethical reasons, visitors and personnel of the museums were informed about research going on in the galleries and of the collection of video-data in the exhibitions. They were given the opportunity to opt out of
participating in the research at any time; no visitors refused to participate in
the research.

The analysis proceeds on a 'case by case' basis and involves the highly
detailed examination of particular actions in order to explicate their sequential
import for the ongoing situation. I scrutinise short sequences of interaction in
great detail to reveal why a particular action has been produced in a particular
moment and in a particular way; transcriptions of participants' talk and bodily
action support the researcher's analysis. By comparing and contrasting
instances with each other patterns of action emerge that allow me to make
more general arguments about the methods and techniques people deploy to
navigate exhibitions (Heath, Hindmarsh & Luff, 2010).

For the purpose of this paper, I have inspected the data corpus for instances
where people arrive at and begin their examination of a work of art and where
they shift orientation between exhibit features. I produced a collection of
fragments that allow me to compare and contrast instances and identify
reoccurring patterns in visitors' arrival at exhibits. The fragments discussed
here provide particularly clear examples to reflect the more common themes
that have emerged from the analysis of the data (Heath, Hindmarsh & Luff,
2010; vom Lehn & Heath, 2006).

4. Approaching and arriving at exhibits

Surveys of museum audiences as well as research on visitor behaviour
suggest that people often visit museums in pairs and small groups, but rarely
as individuals (Mori, 2001). They explore exhibitions with companions and,
even when going to a museum on their own, other people are often already
there (Leinhardt et al., 2002). Research on behaviour in public places
(Goffman, 1963) suggests that the simultaneous presence of people in the
same space creates an "ecology of participation" (Heath et al., 2002) where
participants are aware of and sensitive to actions produced in perceptual
range. When conducting their visit, people use each other's visual and bodily
orientation to exhibits to organise their own actions. They explore museums as
pair or in small groups and arrive at exhibits where they come to stand in side-
by-side arrangements looking at the same artefact. Occasionally, they gesture
to and talk about particular aspects of a piece, before moving on. What people
look at and how they see it emerges in interaction at the exhibit-face (Heath &
vom Lehn, 2004). And also, when and how they bring the examination of one
exhibit to a close and move elsewhere in the museum is produced in
interaction between the visitors looking at the same object and those being in
the same locale (vom Lehn, Heath, & Hindmarsh, 2001). Little is known
however of how people arrive and take standpoints at exhibits when they have
withdrawn from one and move toward a next exhibit.
Consider fragment 1, recorded in an art museum where two visitors, Cathy and Mike, have just brought to a close their examination of a painting, turned to their left and begun to walk along the gallery walls. As they come near the neighbouring exhibit they gradually turn inward and come to stand in front of the canvas, both looking at the piece in front. The arrival at the painting is an organised, concerted movement to this particular exhibit. The movement involves two actions through which the two participants establish a side-by-side arrangement at the piece.

**Fragment 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Figure 1.1</th>
<th>Figure 1.2</th>
<th>Figure 1.3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mike

1. < P ___________ looks at Painting______________________________
2. Posture _______________________XxxxxxxxxxxxxX
   \hspace{10mm} turns upper body
3. RF \hspace{10mm} X \hspace{10mm} X
   \hspace{10mm} steps forward \hspace{10mm} turns twd P
4. LF \hspace{10mm} XxxxxxxxxxxxxXX
   \hspace{10mm} left foot moves fwd and turns twd P

### Cathy

5. < P ___________ looks toward Painting______________________________
6. Posture X XxX
7. RF \hspace{10mm} X xX
   \hspace{10mm} steps forward \hspace{10mm} turns twd P
8. LF X XxX

### Index

P Painting
< P looks at Painting
Posture transcription for posture movement
RF Right Foot
LF Left Foot
\hspace{10mm} continuous activity
X onset/offset of change in activity, movement
x turns body, head, or moves foot
The first movement involves Mike who walks in front to noticeably turn his upper body followed by his left leg (LF) inward toward the painting (line 4; Ix). Mike's bodily movement to the painting occasions the second action that follows in immediate juxtaposition to the first; Cathy turns her upper body and lower limbs toward the painting and then walks toward it (line 5-6). By virtue of her bodily turn Cathy aligns with her companion's shift in orientation and proposal to turn to the neighbouring painting (Figure 1.1-1.2). A moment later, the pair slightly adjust their postures and visual orientation and then stand still next to each other, both looking to the painting (Figure 1.3).

The pair's approach of the painting emerges when one participant produces an action that proposes to stop and look at an exhibit, occasioning the co-participant to align with the proposal and come to stand next to the first. This co-alignment to a change in activity and shift in bodily and visual orientation allows both participants to view the exhibit while standing in a side-by-side arrangement. The two actions follow in immediate juxtaposition to each other, the proposal to stop at the exhibit being immediately followed by the alignment with the proposal. The first action, the proposal, projects a shift in activity, from walking to standing and looking at an exhibit; the second action displays an alignment with the proposal and the implied trajectory of action toward a next exhibit.

The analysis of fragment 2 further explicates the concerted approach of a next exhibit. A pair of visitors, Pavel and Anushka, slowly walk side-by-side along the gallery wall after having viewed one of the photographs on display in the museum. As the two participants move forward they look at each other and talk

\[ \text{1} \] (Figure 2.1.). They walk past a text-panel that informs its readers about aspects of the exhibition when Anushka swivels her head from facing her friend to the photograph hung to the left of the panel (line 1; X). Her turn of the head occasions Pavel to also shift orientation and look to the photograph. While Anushka who has been standing with the back to the piece still turns her head and body around, glancing at the object from the corner of her right eye, Pavel makes a step to the right (line 6) and moves his head from facing his companion to looking at the photograph (line 5). A moment later, they both look at the piece (Figure 2.2); Anushka makes one more step before bringing her movement to a hold, followed by Pavel who makes two small steps around his companion to come to stand to her left, looking at the piece. Both participants now face the painting and look at it; Anushka orients to the bottom of the piece and her friend to its top (Figure 2.3).

\[ \text{1} \] Unfortunately, the talk between the two participants is not audible on the recording.
The concerted arrival at the work of art arises when the two participants who have been moving along the gallery wall shift their activity from walking to looking at an exhibit. Shifts in activity often are accompanied by "observable-and-reportable" and therefore "accountable" (Garfinkel, 1967) bodily movements. The analysis suggests that when accomplished in interaction with others, such shifts in activity involve a transformation of the bodily configuration and changes in the participants’ orientation. Anushka and Pavel bodily and visually turn to the photograph and participate in a simultaneous looking at the same piece by adopting a side-by-side arrangement that faces the photograph. They may look at different aspects of the same work of art, and when Anushka’s eyes drop they actually inspect different exhibit features, but through their bodily and visual orientation they display that they are looking...
at the same piece and in principle are available to collaboratively examine the same exhibit feature.

The participants' co-aligning to the exhibit is comprised of a proposal to look to an exhibit. The proposal invites a co-participant to also turn and look at the proposed piece. It implies a change in activity and an abandoning of another possible trajectory of action, i.e. the onward movement through the gallery. This change is facilitated and supported by the design of the first action that often involves the holding of the head still with the eyes clearly directed to that next exhibit; it embodies an already ongoing involvement and appreciation of the next piece while the participant still adopts a standpoint in front of it. The change in activity is completed by virtue of the co-participant's alignment with the proposal, that is equally embodied in the way he approaches the next piece, also with his eyes on the next piece.

In order to further develop the analysis of the sequential organisation of the approach of the exhibit it is worthwhile to briefly examine the actions that prefigure the proposal. Fragment 3 (same as fragment 1) shows both participants standing side-by-side in front of a painting when Cathy turns her head to the left and looks across to the neighbouring exhibit (Figure 3.1). Her shift in visual orientation is followed by a change in the orientation of her feet as she turns her right foot from being directed to the painting in front to pointing to the left. After a mini-pause during which Cathy produces an utterance, unfortunately inaudible on the recordings, Mike turns his head and upper body to the left, and begins his departure from the current exhibit to approach the neighbouring one. As both participants walk along the wall both their eyes are already oriented to the next piece that a moment later they will stop at and examine.

Fragment 3

If Cathy's utterance occasions an onward movement to the neighbouring exhibit it only adds to the argument made here that the departure from a
previous exhibit often prefigures the approach of a next one. By virtue of a glance and maybe a bodily turn a participant proposes to withdraw from a work of art and move to a next, an action a co-participant often aligns with through her/his bodily and visual conduct (vom Lehn, in press). In a similar way, in fragment 4 (same as fragment 2) the pair stands side-by-side while discussing the photograph in front when Anushka turns her head and upper body to the left. She then begins to move forward while her companion still stands in the same position looking at and listening to her. As Anushka makes one step forward going past Pavel, while still looking and talking to him, he also begins to move to the left. A moment later, Anushka swivels her head around and the pair begin their approach of the next photograph (Fragment 4).

Fragment 4

Figure 4.1                                         Figure 4.2

Approaching and arriving at next exhibits is accomplished in interaction between visitors. As they move through the gallery from one exhibit to a next, visitors remain sensitive to each other’s conduct and orientation and attend to proposals to approach a work of art. The approach of this next exhibit is often tied into the departure from the previous exhibit. When visitors bring their examination of a painting to a close, they shift their visual and bodily orientation to a possible next exhibit. They may or may not approach and examine this piece but its constitution as a "candidate exhibit" is important as it provides the participants with a possible trajectory for their actions. Whilst the initial glance to a candidate exhibit often prefigures the departure, it is the subsequent actions that prepare the participants for the approach of a next exhibit or to move elsewhere in the museum. By keeping the eyes directed at the candidate exhibit and looking to the piece while walking along the gallery wall, participants display an involvement with the work of art, even before they have arrived there. The design of the display of involvement, while still walking, encourages co-participants to orient to that particular piece and align with the approach of it.
We therefore begin to see how participants sequentially organise their approach to and arriving at a next exhibit. The approach is tightly organised and comprised of a two part action, a proposal that suggests to stop and look at an exhibit and an alignment with the proposal. The proposal to stop involves an extension of the display of involvement that visitors put on already while walking along the gallery wall, by shifting the bodily and visual orientation to the piece. The shift in orientation is coupled with the display of involvement with the piece, and thus encourages co-participants to align with the proposal, to also approach the piece and to adopt a standpoint next to their companion. The visitors establish a side-by-side arrangement at the ‘next exhibit and together look at the piece.

5. Configuring standpoints

In our body of data the co-participant, if only briefly, aligns with the participant in her/his approach of an exhibit. We were unable to find a fragment where a co-participant rejected a proposal and moved past an exhibit their companion stopped and looked at. We however have a few fragments in our body of data where after a brief stay with an exhibit a participant, even though hesitatingly, moves on to a next exhibit while the co-participant remains with the piece somewhat longer (vom Lehn, in press). In these cases, visitors separate, if only briefly, when exploring a museum. Whilst one or two members of a group continue their examination of an exhibit, a third moves slowly ahead and begins to look at a piece nearby. The participant who moves without his/her companion rarely moves out of sight but stays in the locale that the companions can easily catch up to join them a few moments later and view the next exhibit together.

Consider the following fragment 5 in which Anne and Megan arrive at a painting. Anne arrives before Megan and by virtue of her visual orientation, her way of looking and posture displays an involvement with the piece; as Anne approaches the piece she glances up and looks to the top right of the exhibit. On Megan’s arrival behind her, Anne turns her head markedly to the left and looks from the painting to the label attached to the wall. Her head movement from the top right of the piece to the label attached to the wall on the left of the painting occasions Megan to adopt a standpoint next to her friend where she also can read the label. Megan comes to stand in a slight angle to Anne and then makes a small step forward, followed by a noticeable shift of the posture forward, closer to the label. Both participants now, if only momentarily, stand side-by-side, visually oriented to the label. From this position, they can read the label as well as glance to the painting while remaining sensitive to each others orientation.
Megan adopts her standpoint at the exhibit by attending to Anne's display of involvement with the piece. Anne first looks to the top of the piece and displays a shift in orientation to the label when her friend arrives. Megan not only comes to stand next to her friend but also displays her alignment with Anne by adopting a standpoint embodied by her posture, head direction and way of looking that noticeably attends to her friend's involvement with the label. Standing to the right of her friend, Megan is further away from the label than Anne and leans carefully and slowly forward to the left to come a bit closer to the piece and, unavoidably, also closer to her friend. By virtue of the design of her actions, Megan displays sensitivity to Anne's reading and avoids disturbing her. Standing close to each other in a side-by-side configuration allows the participants to remain aware of and attend to even slight shifts in each other's orientation to the exhibit.

The analysis suggests that on approaching a co-participant who already examines an exhibit, participants often attend to and align with the co-participant's orientation. The standpoint adopted by the participant arriving first at an exhibit shapes the standpoint of those arriving later. As second arriving participants walk towards their co-participant they monitor and attend to their orientation by standing where they do not disturb but carefully align their visual orientation with them. They take on postures that embody an alignment with their companion(s) and then look and examine the exhibit with them. Whilst in fragment 5, Anne, who arrived at the painting first, occasions Megan to stand next to her and read the label by displaying her involvement and reading of the label, in many other cases the first arriving visitor invites those arriving later to stand next to them. Consider fragment 6 that begins when three ladies explore
an art exhibition where a large number of paintings are on display, including Manet's work entitled 'Bar at the Folies-Bergère'. Having examined various paintings in the gallery, Monica withdraws from the piece her two friends look at and arrives at Manet's painting (Figure 6.1). As she comes to stand in front of the large canvas one of her friends, Nina, also moves on and approaches Monica at the 'Bar at the Folies-Bergère' (Figure 6.2).

Fragment 6a

Just when Monica is about to place her right foot next to her left to face the exhibit, she lifts the left foot from the floor again and turns it backwards to the right. This foot movement is accompanied by a bodily turn backward to left. It occurs as Nina, who walks along the gallery wall looking to the exhibits on her left, arrives near her friend. Monica's turn opens up the space in front of the large canvas inviting Nina to step into the space that becomes available in front of the painting. Nina accepts the invitation by swinging her right foot around, coming to stand to Monica's left (Figure 6.3-6.4).

Fragment 6b
The production of standpoints in front of the large canvas is carefully crafted by the two participants. As Nina approaches Monica her steps forward are closely organised with adjustments in Monica's feet and body position. Nina's approach occasions Monica to step backward with her left foot (line 5) after having positioned her right foot on the ground pointing to the piece (line 6). She moves her left foot backward to the right opening up space to her left that encourages Nina to step into the position next to her friend (line 3-4). While the participants foster a situation where they both can stand next to each other and view the piece in concert with another they both look at the piece. Nina adjusts her position by making two small steps, left and then right (line 3-4), before she mouths with an embellished lip movement, "OH MY GOD" (line 1), thus marking her arrival at the famous work of art.

The analysis suggests that when participants arrive at an exhibit one after the other, they produce bodily actions that foster an environment in which both can adopt a standpoint at the piece that allows both to look at and examine it in interaction with each other. On their arrival at an exhibit, they place their bodies with regard to the painting and their co-participant, inviting later arriving companions to join in the examination of the piece or taking a standpoint where they can see the piece without disturbing the participant who arrived here a few moments earlier. The participant who has arrived first at the
painting provides the co-participant with space inviting her/him to jointly inspect the piece. By virtue of the way in which the participant places her/his body in front of the work of art and displays a particular way of looking at it, influences how co-participants design their approach and their adopting of a standpoint at the exhibit. Those arriving late carefully accomplish the placing of their bodies to align their standpoint and way of looking with that of the participant who is already there. In fragment 6, the participants' bodily configuration in front of the painting reflects the shape of the furniture and pedestal underneath the piece; Monica and Nina have arranged their bodies in a semi-circle that allows them to look at the piece while orienting and talking to each other. In fragment 5, Megan and Anne stand side-by-side and look at the label, a configuration that allows them to organise possible shifts in orientation to the work of art with each other.

By adopting a standpoint at an exhibit, i.e. by virtue of taking a particular bodily and visual orientation to an exhibit, participants encourage companions to join and view the piece with them. Co-participants often treat the adoption of a standpoint at an exhibit as an invitation or proposal by aligning with it and adopting a standpoint next to their companion. The proposal can be enhanced by actions that the participant produces as s/he notices the arrival of co-participants; s/he slightly changes her/his standpoint to invite the co-participant to join or exchange glances with her/him and then shifts orientation back to the exhibit displaying that the invitation is to co-view the exhibit and not to engage in face-to-face interaction.

As people stand and look at an exhibit, they display their orientation to and state of involvement with the material and visual environment, allowing others to assess and align their orientation with them. The possibility to assess a participant's level of involvement by virtue of her/his posture and her/his way of looking is important for participants' trajectory of action. It allows them to glean information about co-participants' level of involvement and use the information as resources for the production of their own actions through which they align with their co-participant. The standpoint participants adopt at exhibits is therefore configured by the ways in which co-participants orient to the piece. And visitors ongoingly negotiate their standpoints by virtue of slight bodily movements and shifts in orientation.

6. Transforming standpoints

Once people have come to stand at an exhibit they begin to read labels and other information and examining its features. As the participants engage with the piece they stand in a side-by-side arrangement and simultaneously, but often independently, look at different aspects of the same work of art. Recent research suggests that when encountering and examining works of art people constitute exhibit features, render them visible in particular ways and create
experiences for each other by virtue of talk and bodily actions. These verbal and visible actions often facilitate, if only momentarily, the co-viewing of an exhibit. In some cases, the co-viewing of an exhibit requires a shift in standpoints. In fragment 7, Jo and Paula read a label associated with a large painting when Paula shifts orientation and turns to the work of art. A few moments later, both participants have turned to and examine the painting.

**Fragment 7a**

The fragment begins when both participants stand by the exhibit, lean forward and read the label. After a few moments, Paula draws Jo's attention to the figure in the painting, "she may be the one he eventually decides". While she produces the utterance, Paula gestures with her open left hand first to the side and then near Jo's face (Figure 7.2). In the course of her utterance, the gestures with the left hand become increasingly animated (Figure 7.3). The design of the utterance, the minute pause after having said "decides" and the repair, "to move on she gets sent off" occasion Jo to turn from the label to the painting (Figure 7.4). By virtue of the design of her actions Paula attends to Jo's change in orientation. She completes her utterance and transforms the gesture that encourages her friend to withdraw from the label, displaying that now she orients to Paula's actions. Paula then moves her hand up and flips it backward animating the utterance of "sent off" (Figure 7.5).

**Fragment 7b**

P: to move on she gets sent off
When participants adopt standpoints at an exhibit, they display their state of involvement with the object by virtue of their bodily and visual orientation. A shift in standpoints therefore may involve noticeable effort, including actions to influence the standpoints of co-participants. Such changes are occasioned by talk and bodily action, such as gestures and shifts in bodily and visual orientation that display that a participant has brought to a close the involvement with an object, that s/he is ready to become involved with another object, and that s/he wishes co-participants to also shift orientation to the other object; an action that can display a readiness to look from a label to a painting as well as a readiness to withdraw from an exhibit and move elsewhere.

In fragment 7, the involvement with the current object is noticeably brought to a close when Paula lifts her forward leaning body up and orients to the left where the painting is. She has brought the reading of the label to a close and is ready to become involved with the painting the text in the label is associated with. Rather than just looking and examining the piece, Paula produces talk and gestures that encourage her friend to align with her orientation to and involvement with the work of art; her gesture crosses her friend's line of sight and interferes with Jo's reading of the label.

Participants often produce actions that occasion a co-participant to leave an exhibit or shift orientation when the co-participant displays readiness to move on (vom Lehn, in press). The timing of such actions ensures that the co-participant's experience and appreciation of the object is not disturbed. In fragment 7, Paula's gesture initially meets Jo's resistance to change her orientation from the label to the work of art. The increasing embellishment of the gesture progressively encourages Jo to shift orientation while Paula extends her utterance with a short pause and repair that allow Jo to bring the reading of the label to a close and turn to the painting. Whilst Jo initially does not attend to her friend's utterance and remains markedly oriented to the label, she turns to the painting when Paula, through the design of the gesture and utterance, upgrade the encouragement to shift orientation to the painting.

Standpoints that participants adopt at works of art are momentary embodiments of their orientation to a piece. Their visual orientation ongoingly changes as the eyes meander across the canvas. Whilst research has been conducted to track people's visual examination of paintings and impact on neurological processes (Ramachandran & Hirstein, 1999), few studies scrutinise how people align their looking at an object (Goodwin, 2000; Nishizaka, 2000). The analysis suggests that whilst some minor shifts in orientation can be organised by making them visible through head movements, larger shifts in orientation may require a transformation of standpoints to allow participants to continue their co-viewing and co-examination of a piece. This transformation may involve talk and gesture to occasion another to give up a current and adopt a new standpoint.
7. Discussion

Theories of art perception often are concerned with the individual spectator and their looking and experience of works of art. They ignore that in public museums people encounter and examine exhibits in the presence of others. They interact and cooperate in the viewing of exhibits, create experiences of objects for each other and attend to the actions of people they are not with, who happen to be in the space (Heath & vom Lehn, 2004). Having looked at a piece together for a while, participants organise their withdrawal and jointly move on to another exhibition area. The departure from the exhibit is neatly organised and displays that the participants pay deference to each other's ongoing state of involvement with the piece (vom Lehn, in press).

This paper examines how visitors come to arrive and take standpoints at exhibits in concert with each other. It suggests that when arriving at a painting, visitors produce side-by-side arrangements where they can look at the piece and, at the same time, from the corner of the eye, monitor each other's orientation and state of involvement with the exhibit. The analysis explores different ways in which participants, on their arrival at an exhibit, produce side-by-side arrangements.

By standing in front of a painting, adopting a particular posture and way of looking, participants display their level of involvement with an exhibit. The visible bodily comportment at exhibits serves others as a resource to organise their actions, for example, when aligning their standpoint with their companions. It allows them to identify an appropriate location next to their companions, where they can also look at the piece. Their bodily alignment with the companion displays that they are together and co-view the piece with each other.

When introducing the concept of "reciprocity of perspectives", Schutz (1967) differentiates the "system of relevances" that participants bring to bear and the "standpoint" they adopt in a given situation. Intersubjectivity is produced when participants align their system of relevances and standpoints and create a situation that allows them to assume that, in principle, they are interchangeable. Whilst research often focuses on people's (intellectual) orientation to situations, i.e. "systems of relevances", it rarely examines how people constitute standpoints where they physically are when participating in situations and interacting with others. This paper addresses this lack of research by explicating different ways in which participants organise their arrival and adoption of standpoints at exhibits. It suggests that the involvement with a piece often begins while participants still stand at a neighbouring exhibit. They glance to and display an interest in the exhibit that foreshadows their approach of it. As they walk toward the work of art, they may increase their display of involvement with it by virtue of their bodily comportment. They have their eyes fixed on the piece and progressively turn to stand in front of it.
Their approach of the exhibit encourages companions to align with them and also move toward the object. The organisation of actions through which participants coordinate their approach of next exhibits is similar to those forms of organisation produced by groups and guided tours (Best, 2012; Broth & Lundström, in press; De Stefani, 2010); a participant produces actions through which co-participants are encouraged to adopt particular standpoints at an exhibit.

The analysis implies that when participants adopt standpoints at exhibits, they prepare the grounds, the possibility at least, for a concerted examination of the work of art. They stand where they can display as well as 'show and tell', where they orient and make particular exhibit features relevant to each other. When later in their interaction they create and configure an experience of an exhibit for each other, the organisation of their actions is based on their bodily arrangement at the piece. The co-viewing and co-examination of the piece emerge from their standpoints at the exhibit. These standpoints can be transformed but such transformations require considerable interaction effort to encourage co-participants to shift their bodily and visual orientation elsewhere.

Whilst theories of art perception and museum visiting often conceive the experience of exhibits as an individual and cognitive accomplishment, the analysis suggests that where people come to stand, look at and experience works of art arises in interaction with others. As they approach an exhibit, they consider and orient to other people’s action and state of involvement in the museum. The actions through which people organise their approach of exhibits render visible the 'togetherness' of visitors (cf. Goffman, 1971; Ryave & Schenkein, 1974). By adopting standpoints close to each other and in ways that become intelligible as actions that have occurred in alignment with each other, visitors reveal who they are with and that they explore the museum with them. These 'aligned' actions become particularly visible when one participant approaches an exhibit and displays involvement with it. Such displays of approach and involvement encourage companions to align their trajectory of action and also look at this piece. If such an alignment is not forthcoming encouragements to orient to an exhibit are produced in an embellished way, for example by talking to the co-participant or, as in fragment 7, by gesturing in front of their eyes. Whilst our data corpus contains fragments where people resist an immediate alignment we have no instance in our collection where a companion rejects the proposal or invitation to co-view an exhibit or exhibit feature.

Aside from the paper’s import for discussions about the experience of works of art in museums the analysis particularly contributes to recent debates about mobility and interaction in museums and other public places (McIlvenny, Broth & Haddington, 2009; Laurier, in press; Mondada, 2012). The current paper adds to this burgeoning body of research by beginning to explore the
emergence of side-by-side arrangements that people produce when they look at and examine objects together. The analysis suggests that side-by-side arrangements differ in the way in which the bodies come to stand next to each other and bodily and visually oriented to aspects of the material and visual environment. Such arrangements are often swiftly transformed when participants occasioned by even slight changes in co-participants' posture or way of looking at the piece in front shift their orientation to specific exhibit features and elsewhere in the gallery.

The paper contributes to discussions about the organisation of bodily and visual conduct that have been introduced in the context of the deployment of multimodal research approaches in sociology and cognate disciplines (Mondada & Schmitt, 2010). Whilst conversation analysis is primarily concerned with the sequential organisation of talk (Sacks, 1992; Schegloff, 2007) the scrutiny of the organisation of participants' approach of exhibits suggests that talk is rarely deployed, and if it is used, plays a relatively small role when people adopt standpoints at exhibits. Instead participants deploy a sequential organisation of bodily action when arriving at exhibits and fostering an environment in which they can co-view works of art. This paper, I hope, has made a small contribution to understanding the sequentiality of the organisation underlying bodily action in general and mobility in public places in particular.
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